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Welcome to 2017 – what a year so far! 

The big ‘morris’ topic for the past few months has been blacking up – so there are fairly long reflections from 

two  people who have been involved with one of the longstanding molly teams, Seven Champions.  Any 

more comments would be welcomed. 

On another trail, in case you haven’t all caught up to this initiative, there is now a The Doc Rowe Archive and 

Collection page on Facebook - intended to let folks know about all the work being done to get the archive 

fully catalogued and accessible online.  

With nearly sixty years’ worth of collecting to work through, this is a big challenge - there is a crowdfunding 

appeal to help maintain it at https://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/docrowearchive 

Morris Matters is published twice a year (January and July) by Beth Neill 

Subscriptions are £6 for two issues (£8 outside EU countries). 

Please make cheques payable to Morris Matters  

or set up BACS payments to Santander;  

account name Morris Matters; number 29748307; sort code 09 01 51 

(remember to add an identifier such as your surname!) 

27 Nortoft Road, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 0LA 

Reviews or other contributions always welcome – to beth@neillpoole.co.uk  
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Wad some Pow’r the Giftie Gie us . . . . 

 

The trouble with wishes is that they sometimes do come true.  I was browsing various internet 

chat sites . . . I will rephrase that:  I was looking at a couple of “folkie” discussion sites  . . . 

when I came across an interesting little item that gave an insight into how others see Morris 

sides. 

The organisers of a Wassailing event down in the South West were commenting upon the fact 

that a Morris side had asked if they could be involved and were unsure how to respond.  They 

mentioned that they had never had Morris dancing before at what was a long-established event.  

All the responses seemed to make one or more of three main points: 

1. It is the organisers’ event and it was up to them what happens at it - if they do not want 

Morris dancers they are not obliged to invite them. 

2. That Morris dancing had no specific association with the tradition of Wassailing and they 

(the Morris dancers) should not expect to be involved in everything. 

3. That the Morris dancers should be kept out because once involved they would probably 

take over the event. 

What was both interesting and worrying, is that people felt the need to make these comments 

and give these warnings – that some people have a view that Morris sides are not an entirely 

positive force in terms of our folk traditions and customs.  There does seem to be a view that 

Morris sides are seeking to take over the world at least as far as folk customs are concerned.  

The existence of a JMO (Joint Morris Organisations) conspiracy would certainly come as news to 

most Morris sides but there certainly seems to be a perception out there that Morris dancing 

has become an all pervading presence so that one seasonal traditional event looks very much 

like another irrespective of when or where it happens or what event it marks.  

It is also worth noting that the responses in the discussion made no distinction between the 

different styles of Morris.  There was no suggestion that a particular style might be appropriate 

because of regional or seasonal associations. 

One complication, that may be feeding this view, is that Morris sides have been central to the 

continuation or revival of many traditional events and customs.  Obviously they will want to 

perform as part of their programme and they may invite other local sides as well.  Thus Morris 

becomes associated with a wide range of traditional activities and what the outsider sees is the 

ubiquitous Morris at all sorts of events from Padstow to Whitby, from Hedgehog Rolling to 

Beating the Bounder (more of these traditions in a later issue). 

Another complication is the fusion of Morris styles and the breakdown of regional identity.  As I 

have said before you are as likely to see Cotswold Morris in the North East and Rapper in East 

Anglia, Molly in the Midlands, Clog Morris in London and Border Morris just about anywhere.  

Sides also cherry pick elements from the various traditions – dancing Cotswold in the style of 

Molly wearing Border style costumes.  It may be fun, it may even look good but it adds to the 

impression that Morris is Morris is Morris. 

I think we would all agree that event organisers have a right to invite who they want. However 

organised or casual the event seems to be, Morris sides do not have the right to be involved 

simply because they want to be or can claim some local association.  The problems start though 
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when Morris sides start arranging “fringe” events:  they know something is happening and that 

there will be a crowd – they therefore decide to dance at a local pub. The risk is that the main 

organisers see the Morris as trying to muscle in on their event.  Let’s face it some traditional 

events are organised and run for the benefit of the participants rather than the public and 

certainly not for the benefit of Morris. They are in effect private parties – they do not need 

Morris dancing to justify their existence. 

The second comment also suggests a certain perceived arrogance: that Morris sides have an 

expectation that they should be involved in all folk / traditional events.  It is one thing for a 

Morris side to ask if it can be included in an event that other Morris groups are already involved 

in, it is quite another to do it when there is no previous association and seems a bit 

presumptuous.  If organisers want Morris dancers they will ask – it is really a case of “don’t call 

us, we’ll call you”.  

One problem for a Morris side at an event is that they tend to be the largest single group and 

they tend to be readily identifiable.  Since they are in costume anything the side’s members do 

as individuals could be seen as the side doing it: three or four musicians used to playing 

together can easily dominate, or be seen as dominating a music session.  If they are all in 

costume it will be the Morris side dominating it.   

Some Morris sides have developed their own traditions or ceremonies. One side I saw, would 

strew flowers on the dance space at the start of a performance while reciting a neo-pagan 

“blessing”.  All good fun possibly but not to be done at the start of a paid spot at a church fete 

or when they are guests of another Morris side (if anyone is going to say “grace before dancing” 

it should be the Host). Sometimes Morris sides can think that they have been invited to front 

the event rather than simply dance at it. Such behaviour seems bad manners at best, downright 

arrogance at worst.  

Perhaps we need the Morris organisations to come up with a code of behaviour but it would be a 

shame if sides had to be forced to act courteously at events, and it all does come down to 

manners and common courtesy.  If Morris sides want to be viewed in a positive way, and the 

comments expressed in the discussion I followed suggests that some at least are not, they need 

to accept that: 

1. Organisers will invite you if they want you – If you do canvas for an invitation to a 

specific event – do it subtly and politely, preferably informally using personal 

connections to test the water. 

2. Morris is not the nucleus around which all other folk events and traditions rotate.  Some 

events have been and can continue to be quite successful and enjoyable without Morris 

dancing being involved. 

3. If you do get invited be considerate: both to the programme and your part in it, and to 

the general atmosphere and ethos.  You are the guests at the party – do not try to 

takeover or turn it into something it isn’t.  If you have your own “traditions” as a side, 

keep them for your own events. 

 

Long Lankin, December 2016 
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Blacking Up – a Response 

 

I first wrote this as a Facebook post responding to the furore that surrounded Shrewsbury Folk 

Festival’s decision to cease inviting black-face morris teams to perform as part of their dance 

programme. I worried that months later the conversation would have moved on and the 

arguments would be becoming more and more irrelevant. Recent events in Birmingham and the 

responses I have seen across social media have shown me that this is a conversation we still 

need to be having. 

For context, I dance with the Seven Champions Molly Dancers, who in 2016 voted to drop the 

use of full black-face in our performances, as part of our ongoing commitment to innovate, 

inspire and include. My original post was an attempt to deconstruct and examine some of the 

common justifications for the practice. I hope those who have strongly held beliefs on the 

matter read this with an open mind. To say ‘that’s your opinion, but it isn’t my opinion and 

neither of us will persuade the other so we’ll have to agree to disagree’ is to do a disservice to 

rational discourse.  

It is only by opening ourselves to new ideas and opinions that our understanding can advance, 

it is dangerously close-minded to adopt a position then rebuff any attempt to reason with us on 

it. Indeed at one time I supported the practice but I have opened myself up to the opinions of 

others, asked questions rather than merely stating my beliefs and have since changed my 

position. I do not present my views as a final word on the subject. A rigorous, lively discourse 

needs to be (and indeed currently is) taking place and I merely wish to present my thoughts on 

the matter that they might give pause for thought to some in this debate, or to express in 

words the frustrations felt by others that they might better put their ideas forward in the future. 

First of all, let’s examine the claim that to change would be an erosion of our cultural heritage, 

an important historical tradition that could be lost forever. For me, this raises several further 

questions; primarily what the term traditional means in this context, whether what we do is in 

fact purely traditional, and then also whether we have a duty or even a right to be precious 

about any aspects of our dancing tradition. 

By traditional dancing, do we mean simply a historical re-enactment of morris dancing trying to 

be as close as possible to the performances of some arbitrary point in time in the past? I don’t 

think there are many teams that could claim this to be the case. Do we feel compelled to 

preserve every minute detail of traditional kit and repertoire? Of course not, we dance in the 

spirit of these historical performances, taking some dances which were notated, but writing new 

ones; basing our costume on the general conventions of each individual tradition, but creating 

our own specific kits, colour schemes and accompanying paraphernalia; using the collected 

steps and figures where they suit us, but updating and changing them where we find interesting 

and new alternatives.  

A term much bandied about in folk circles is that of a ‘living tradition’ and this is indeed the case 

with all morris dancing, and so it should be. If you dance in such a team I don’t think you can 

say the tradition of blackface should be respected above others which you have felt free to 

change. 

With reference to my own team, a lot of molly dance teams take their style from that of the 

Seven Champions who made it up in the ‘70s, taking the core concept of ‘traditional’ molly 

dancing (essentially walking through English Country Dances in costume) and injected it with a 
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new form of stepping and new dances written by the team. What we do today bears little or no 

resemblance to the molly dancing of yesteryear and in my opinion is much the better for it. As a 

team we have certainly felt no compunction to preserve the ‘tradition’ unblemished, so for us to 

have a blind spot regarding experimentation with something as trivial as what we wear on our 

faces would be baffling in the extreme. The tradition is surely to disguise, and there are many 

other options for a disguise that would not prove so inflammatory. 

Now let us consider whether we are duty bound to protect and maintain these traditions. The 

morris scene in England was transformed in the ‘60s and ‘70s as a result of the latest ‘folk 

revival’ amid a new found interest in traditional English culture and a fear that practices such as 

morris dancing might die out and be lost forever. This has led to a sharp change in the 

demographic of those people dancing morris. When we discuss dancers of previous centuries we 

hear a tale of the English working man, toiling in the field or the mine or the mill before taking 

to the streets with his fellow workers to dance the dances of their fathers and grandfathers.  

This is certainly not the case these days. Morris dancing is primarily a middle class pursuit and - 

though there is a healthy system of ‘morris families’ - for the most part the dancers of today 

are at most 2nd generation dancers, with a few early instances of 3rd generation. This is not an 

unbroken chain to the dances of previous centuries. Much of the dancing is based on notation 

which represents a snapshot of the tradition through time.  

Should we feel duty-bound to replicate this arbitrary snapshot ad infinitum in the name of 

culture? No. Were the original proponents of these dances unwilling to alter and change their 

practices in the face of prevailing trends and fashions? I wouldn’t suppose to answer for them 

though given the huge variety of styles and dances in ‘traditional’ morris I can only assume that 

they felt perfectly entitled to change things as they wished. We should not be worthy saviours, 

dedicatedly re-enacting these precious dances of our country’s forefathers so we can feel good 

about ourselves whilst bemoaning the lack of respect those ‘non-believers’ have for our cultural 

heritage.  

We should be morris dancers! We should take pride in doing what we love for the sheer joy of 

it, improving it, opening it up to the masses, keeping it in ruddy health by putting it through its 

paces in our contemporary society and trimming those aspects which are found wanting. If it is 

not a living tradition, it will soon be a dead one. 

“It’s Political Correctness Gone Mad” - The oft’ heard cry of the oppressed white middle classes. 

In the words of Stewart Lee: “And what is political correctness? It’s an - often clumsy, 

admittedly - negotiation towards a kind of formal linguistic politeness and there’s all sorts of 

problems with it but it’s better than what we had before”. If you think political correctness is a 

bad thing, you’re part of the problem. If you’re annoyed at a festival taking a decision 

motivated by a desire to be more inclusive, reduce the potential to cause offence and open up 

our folk traditions to a broader audience then I think you need to think long and hard about 

your priorities in life. You do not have a right to be booked by a privately run festival if they do 

not want to have you perform there. 

“This is just a bunch of white well-to-do lefties getting offended on behalf of other people”. In 

the first instance this is simply untrue, as I know black people who have taken offence at the 

tradition, even when being aware of our justification for it. But this is not actually relevant. The 

idea that only black people should be offended by such racially provocative behaviour is an 

immensely dangerous one. I am offended by the continued practice, not on behalf of anyone 

else, from my own perspective as someone who is dismayed by the lack of understanding on 
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display in a community very dear to my heart. And to be clear, I’m not saying that anyone who 

dances in blackface does so with racist intentions, but if you continue to do so in the full 

knowledge that your actions could cause grievous upset to another human being just because ‘it 

works really well as a disguise’ then you have made a decision that potential racial offence is a 

justifiable trade-off for your hobby, which I find offensive. 

A new argument in the debate for me is that of the traditions in some African countries of black 

people ‘whiting up’ for ceremonial performances; exactly the same thing, surely? This is 

laughably irrelevant though for some reason shared widely in the recent debate. This would 

certainly be a worthwhile comparison if white people had also been killed, enslaved and abused 

in their millions for centuries by black people, if there was a historical tradition of black people 

performing ‘whited up’ caricatures portraying white people as stupid, lazy, dehumanising them 

and appropriating their heritage, if we lived in a society still dominated by an affluent, primarily 

black ruling class who actively encouraged discrimination against white people. Then it would be 

a worthwhile comparison. It isn’t. Check your white privilege. 

This is closely linked to the "No-one (who is black) has ever told me they're offended” 

argument. Of course they haven't. If people of your race had been subject to centuries of 

discrimination, abuse, slavery, name-calling, stereotyping and segregation, much of which is 

still ongoing across the world, and you came across a group of scary looking people dancing 

around in the street in what looked to you like an imitation of your skin colour (and had 

historical precedents of being exactly that) being cheered on by a bunch of white folks, do you 

think you'd walk up and ask what was going on? Or would you just swallow your pain and fear, 

keep on walking and try to get on with your day like you have to do every day. Tied in with this 

is the, "well a black person watched us perform and they said they weren't offended at all, they 

even said they liked it!" argument. Just to be clear, there's not a ‘what black people are ok with’ 

notice board where they all check in every morning to see what's ok and what's not. Just 

because some black people know what is going on and can see past our costume to the 

performance, doesn't mean that everyone can. 

“Well surely then we should be educating people who don’t know the history, rather than 

destroying the tradition”. Certainly, if you’re willing to educate yourself on the actual history 

and then present a plan to explain it to every person on the Earth then go ahead. It’s not even 

practical to attempt to explain it to our audiences as they drift by in the street, how could you 

ensure everyone who might come across it was made aware of the history? But wait a minute, 

what is the actual history? Several blackface morris traditions have been explicitly linked to the 

minstrelsy tradition. It may have been happening before minstrelsy rose to popularity in this 

country but there was a significant period of history where there two became intertwined and 

the one left an indelible mark on the other. This cannot be scrubbed from our past. And again, 

to clarify, this does not mean that those people are in this day and age being intentionally racist 

by performing these dances in this costume. But if you are unwilling to change a practice with a 

clear historical link to a tradition which was very much racist, I think that shows a worrying lack 

of sensitivity. 

I wish we lived in a world where there was no history of endemic racial abuse towards black 

people, a world where the Black and White Minstrel Show hadn’t been broadcast on the BBC as 

late as 1978. I wish we lived in a world where everyone understood your version of the context 

of the ‘blackface’ tradition in morris. What a beautiful place that would be. That is not our world. 

Our world is messy, broken, at times confusing and frightening and anything we can do to 

combat that, to spread love, tolerance and understanding, to maybe make some sacrifice in the 

name of progress is worth doing. 
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Despite all of the above, what it really boils down to for me is the question of “Is it worth it?”. Is 

me wearing some face paint worth the possible risk of causing pain to another human being? 

No. Is it worth alienating swathes of our potential audience for a questionable practice which 

has in some cases been linked to the racist minstrelsy tradition? No. Is it worth getting so 

worked up about something which is a hobby for most of us, something we do because we love 

and enjoy it? No. It’s just not worth it 

Embrace change, embrace diversity, embrace the future. 

Ben Moss, January 2017 

♪   ♪   ♪  ♪  ♪   ♪ 

  

Can Blue Men Sing the Whites? – Observations on 

Black-Faced Morris 

 

Last month, I had an unexpected email from Brian Kell, the founder of the Whittlesey Straw 

Bear revival in 1980. These days he plays more of a backseat role, relying on others to do the 

organisation, but providing spiritual help when required. The gist was “what is the historical 

evidence for Molly dancers blacking their faces?” Oh dear, here we go again! 

Until reading the Winter edition of ‘English Dance & Song’ (EDS), I was unaware that steps had 

been taken to ban black-faced teams from their festivals. Indeed, after the EFDSS 1990s’ fiscal 

implosion, I was unaware that the organisation ran many. 

My findings on the historical incidence question appear in the appendices in my book ‘More 

Honoured in the Breach than the Observance’ self-published in 1999. I based my response on 

that, without checking on Russell Wortley’s exact notes in my possession. Of 59 locations in 

Cambridgeshire where Molly was known to have been performed, only nine confirmed that 

disguise was used. Of 124 places where Plough Monday was practised, 52 used disguise. That is 

not to say the arithmetic difference between the two sets of figures imply disguise wasn’t used, 

rather how Wortley and others framed the question. At no stage “was any disguise used?” ever 

asked. Anything gleaned was mostly volunteered, the main task being to establish whether the 

custom took place at each locality. Suffice to say, disguise was known: the extent needs 

scrutiny. One team utilised animals’ heads! Others preferred simply blacking up using burnt 

cork in the manner of extant Christy minstrels popular in this country until the Second World 

War. 

I was an active member of the Seven Champions Molly Dancers from 1982 to 1992, having first 

seen them dance at Sidmouth in 1979 soon after the release of Ashley Hutchings’ documentary 

album ‘Rattlebone and Ploughjack’. I soon found myself driving from my native Hampshire to 

the Weald of Kent to find more. I am also an honorary member of the Mepal Molly Men who I 

first saw at Whittlesey in 1985. I was challenged by Sue Swift, then technical officer of the 

Morris Federation to find more from team founder Brian Cookman. I was also in the Federation 

Research Group and had resolved to ‘do a Chandler’ on Molly dance material which culminated 

in ‘More Honoured’.  
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Mepal membership came when I was spotted by dancer Malcom Bunting notating their dances, 

he demanding that I join them! However, all remarks following are my own, although people 

cited from around the time may disagree. 

As far as the Mepal Men were concerned, the historical evidence for blacking up resulted when 

Cookman met Alf Shelton of the Little Downham team in 1976. Joseph Needham and members 

of the Cambridge Morris Men visited the village on Plough Monday in 1935 and recorded the 

custom, colleague William Palmer taking photographs – not of any great quality – showing 

members blacked up, one dressed as the Molly, another wearing a ‘Biggles’ type aviation 

helmet and goggles! The ‘tradition’ from 1977 use blacking following this precedent, it deemed 

bad luck if this wasn’t done: various mishaps cited, including one member losing his life on way 

to a stand as he wasn’t! 

The Champions’ tradition began following the post-Morris On revival of the early 1970s, with 

high-stepping teams like Gloucestershire Old Spot and Hammersmith setting the standard. 

Disaffected members of the Headcorn morris dancers formed a fringe element trying something 

different, attending workshops – including one on Molly led by Russell Wortley – although the 

aim was to attain a higher standard of excellence within or beyond that of the extant team. 

Various ideas were tried, but something cohesive was needed on the approach to Christmas, so 

they performed a mummer’s play around pubs in the Weald, i.e. the Seven Champions play 

from Shoreham in the Darent valley, discovered in the Vaughan Williams Library. In it, they 

included the Molly dance ‘Double Change Sides’ blacked up, and it was soon realised this was 

the way to go! Only in depth research was left. 

In 1977, former Hammersmith dancer and musician and Morris On bandsman John Kirkpatrick, 

who had moved to Shropshire, formed a dance team from members of the local college. To cut 

a long story short, these were the Shropshire Bedlams with their own dances loosely based on 

notation from Lionel Bacon’s ‘A Handbook of Morris Dancing’ published by the Morris Ring. It 

was not so much what they danced, as how that wowed anyone seeing them that year. 

Everyone wanted to be a Bedlam! Even Silurian Morris - the other team who professed so-called 

‘Border’ morris and who didn’t black up – now chose to do so. Soon, imitations sprang up to 

embrace John K’s exciting new historically based-brand: for example, the Autumn 1969 edition 

of EDS shows a team from Brimfield, variously blacked up and arrayed as policemen, men in 

patterned coats, and odd hats. 

On Plough Monday 1977, the Mepal Men danced for the first time in the towns and villages 

around Ely and Chatteris. Simultaneously, the Cambridge Morris Men danced out as Molly 

dancers, the difference being that the Mepal lads blacked up using the Little Downham 

precedent, whereas the Cambridge men didn’t, either because Wortley convinced them that 

disguise had no consistent historical basis or that it was optional – only the Lord and Lady had 

dressed differently. 

In evolving the Champions, who first danced out as such in 1978, blacking up was in imitation 

of the (Shropshire) Bedlams – but the dancing evolved from Wortley’s Molly and 

Cambridgeshire feast dances, not the Welsh border. Despite workshops led by Dave Dye and 

Chris Rose who taught Wortley’s dances, new teams wanted to emulate the Champs. History 

must thus record that most ‘revival’ teams base their style thus rather than the true sedate 

originals (not that any of us have a time machine to substantiate that remark!) 
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So where do we stand today? So far as Straw Bear is concerned, at one time, it seemed that 

the Molly ‘revival’ was prominent (although statistics prove otherwise). In the festival’s infancy, 

it was supported by the Fenstanton morris dancers and Heartsease dancers in their collective 

guise as Old Hunts Molly, whose men blacked up (with the exception of the Lord). Mepal soon 

followed, as well as the Good Easter team from Essex. Ouse Washes from the Downham Market 

area evolved after splitting from Old Hunts due to geographical considerations.  

Later, city-based teams such as Paddington Pandemonic Express from London, Gog Magog from 

Cambridge and Pig Dyke Molly from Peterborough took to using different permutations of face 

paint, whereas those from rural locations stayed with the burnt cork and Leichner blacking. My 

own feeling is that it will take a brave person or committee to announce that black-faced teams 

are no longer welcome here. 

After historical precedent, there is a perspective that might need consideration. ‘Pike’ from the 

founding Champs team felt that blacking up in Morris owed more to Christy minstrelsy which 

was popular until the Second World War – he may well be right!  

Those of us ‘of an age’ will recall George Mitchell’s Black & White Minstrel Show on BBC 

Saturday night television! However, the evolution of that, together with Jazz, Ragtime and the 

Blues, arising as each does from descendants of slaves working the southern United States 

cotton fields, into forms embraced and engulfed by white people is interesting. Tony Palmer in 

his book ‘All My Loving’ published in 1976 says of ragtime that:  

‘slaves, both young and old, would dress up in hand-me-down finery to do a high-kicking, 

prancing walk-around. They did a take-off on the high manners of the white folks in the big 

house. The masters, who gathered around to watch the fun, missed the point.’ But not the 

excitement. Later, white cake-walkers crowded the beaches, invaded the ballrooms, took over 

the streets. Some considered it de rigeur to apply a little burnt cork and mimic the blacks who 

were mimicking the whites.’  

With the commercial success of what then evolved, Palmer then describes how the ‘blacks’ were 

forced to use blacking when performing with professional Christy minstrel troupes – which, 

ironically became the preserve of white people imitating black. A case of black disguising 

themselves as black to participate with white disguising themselves as black. Money talks!  

So, it’s definitely imitation – the sincerest form of flattery. It is also disguise: pretending to be 

someone you’re evidently not! From a personal perspective, performance alter ego takes over 

from the normal persona most people meet – it’s somehow liberating! You may quote 

Waltham’s Black Act prohibiting blacking up at a time in history when rural and urban 

insurrection arose at the time of Ned Ludd, Swing riots Chartism, anti-Corn Law unquiet if you 

like, but blacking up was used as disguise, especially in poor light. Ask any squaddie out on 

patrol in camouflage – including face paint of sorts to mask facial features. 

Morris dance, of whatever format has evolved since 1972 to encompass community teams with 

little thought to tread the boards at festivals, to teams who seldom perform in their own 

rehearsal area aiming for the festival circuit and odd public barn dance (e.g. Haddenham 

ceilidh) – you know who you are. I know there are some who embrace both. As hinted earlier, 

teams also come from urban domains, others drawing on a more rural catchment area. This 

may dictate attitudes to blacking up in our more multi-racial society. 
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When I first danced out with Champs in 1982, the team were taking part in their September ‘Ail’ 

outside a pub in Pembury near Tunbridge Wells on the then A21 trunk road from London to 

Hastings. An open-top convertible drove past, sounding its two-tone horn (as they do): in it 

were a group of our Afro-Caribbean brethren who roared with laughter when they saw us! It 

was pointed out to me that the ethnic population in the area was minimal - although thirty-five 

years on, the ratio is almost certainly different. No offence (then) was taken. 

So, that’s the history explained. But does that make it right as we approach 2017? Well, no, if 

the intention in blacking up is to deliberately upset the ethnic population: excuses like ‘disguise’ 

may or will not wash depending on who you speak to, and the greatest offence may be taken by 

a less than libertarian Anglo-Saxon descendant! 

According to EDS, the Bedlams now ‘mask up’. At Sidmouth this year, Champs ‘experimented’ 

with a different coloured face paint each day. I confess, while I saw some of the team walking 

the streets, other commitments precluded my seeing them perform. Other masked teams 

include Wild Hunt from Croydon, and Mythago from Sussex. There are and were other teams 

who use(d) other colours: Paddington ‘blued’ up after it was felt they offended the ethnic 

population of West London in the 1990s. Gog Magog have what can best be described as ‘fruit 

pastille’ colours. Oxblood Molly, the Hinckley Bullockers, and the Leicester morris men (in their 

winter ‘Red Leicester’ kit) use raddle, the two Leicestershire teams following historical 

precedent.  

At the time of writing, I am yet to see if Good Easter, Old Glory, the men of Old Hunts, or Ouse 

Washes are swayed by the debate, especially any with aspirations on performing at festivals. 

Does it look right, so far as ‘Molly’ is concerned? Only the watcher can comment with so many 

Champ look-a-likes abundant: the unintentional danger is in apeing ‘street dance’ teams from 

the 1980s such as Royal George & Mary Rose from Portsmouth and Danny Stradling’s Ermine 

Street dancers. Somehow, I can’t imagine the Bacup Britannia coconut dancers compromising! 

The ‘Brexit’ issue has polarised attitudes with unforeseen consequences, bringing out the worst 

in society. The backlash has entailed some people falling over backwards to spell out their 

perception of inclusivity – using exclusion as an ultimatum (e.g. as festival policy), rather than 

frowning on the issue. The blacking up issue is not new: the Rochester Sweeps Festival with the 

Medway’s increasing Asian incomers first raised it on BBC Children’s television ‘Blue Peter’ of all 

places! Like Whittlesey’s Brian Kell, founder Gordon Newton is only there as adviser with invited 

dance teams; others organise the concert programme and on-street performances. 

As someone who has taken decades of interest in the history and origins of ‘tradition’, I feel 

upset that folk culture’s key selling point of ‘heritage’ is misconstrued, misused or abused today 

with racial undertones or overtones. Whilst recognising that the ethnic balance of our nation has 

shifted since SS Windrush docked in London in the 1950s, I still somehow find it distressing that 

(post-Brexit) people have become entrenched in one camp or the other without seeking a 

middle way – so too, in the ‘to black up or not to black up’ argument. It’s pitiable. 

George Frampton,  January 2017 
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Banks of Green Willow: an Amazing Commemoration 

 

The blows dealt by the First World War to music and dance in Britain, illuminated by the play 

‘An August Bank Holiday Lark’ (reviewed in ‘Morris Matters’ Vol 33 No 2), reached a peak at the 

Battle of the Somme in the second half of 1916. We were reminded of the losses to traditional 

teams by Tim Plester’s tribute to the Adderbury men in his 2011 film ‘The Way of the Morris’, 

and last year saw the development of a moving commemoration of the four men of the English 

Folk Dance Society (EFDS) demonstration team who died in the first weeks of the battle and of 

Pipe Major William Lawrie, composer of the eponymous pipe tune. Fool’s Gambit Morris toured 

the battlefields and graveyards of the Somme in the summer, and on 20 November 2016 their 

performance was presented as part of a concert of dance and music at Cecil Sharp House which 

also honoured the memory of Daisy Caroline Daking. Another of Cecil Sharp’s disciples in the 

EFDS, D.C. Daking taught folk dancing, including morris and sword dances, to men in rest mps 

and convalescent depots in France, and pioneered ‘decompression’ techniques for battle-

stressed serving personnel. 

The ‘Banks of Green Willow’ project was named after a composition by George Butterworth 

based on the traditional song. It was the brainchild of Joe Dunn of Handsworth Sword, whose 

grandfather, Louis Kossuth Mason, was another of the Somme’s fallen. He had a vision of a 

superb young team to dance a tribute to the fallen men, that appalling loss to the team 

described by Helen Kennedy as ‘remarkable men – all of them real enthusiasts’. When Joe came 

across Fool’s Gambit, he knew he had found a team who could bring that vision to reality, and a 

former student of his, Lee Hallam, who runs a company which supports military charities, 

generously provided the funds for the expedition to France. Fool’s Gambit developed a 

programme which included a longsword dance, Cotswold jigs, music and song, all of relevance 

to the demonstration team, and their own composed dances to represent aspects of the war. 

I was fortunate enough to see the performance in many of the sites in France, where the team 

paid their tribute at the graves of Reginald Tiddy and Perceval Lucas and the places where 

George Butterworth and George Wilkinson died, as well as at the new Ring of Remembrance 

and the Thiepval Memorial to the Missing. The performances were very moving, and were much 

appreciated by visitors to the cemeteries and monuments. I wondered how the more formal 

show at Cecil Sharp House would compare – but I was not at all disappointed. 

The concert opened with piper James Dimmock playing the lament ‘The Flowers of the Forest’ 

and then with a tribute to Pipe Major William Lawrie, who had been a remarkable piper, winning 

the Gold Medal at both Oban and Inverness in 1910, before dying after his service at the 

Somme aged only 35.  His composition, ‘The Battle of the Somme’, was then played. Although it 

is a very familiar tune, I had known neither its title nor the background to its composition. 

After a welcome from Edd Bennett of Fool’s Gambit and an explanation of the project by Joe 

Dunn, Hilary Clare, the biographer of D.C. Daking, told us of the pioneering work with folk 

dance among the ‘shell-shocked’ and battle weary troops behind the lines in France. Elsie 

Oxenham’s ‘Abbey School’ books feature the character ‘The Pixie’ based on Daisy Daking, who 

is said to ‘have been a joy to thousands – literally thousands – of men, in that awful time’. 

We were then treated to an inspiring demonstration of folk dance giving pleasure to disabled 

performers - a performance by Folk in Motion, a group who develop and demonstrate 

wheelchair-based folk dances, ‘to show the world that dance is for everyone’. The dance form, 
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known as ‘Wolk’ was initially conceived by Dr. Ju Gosling, the artist who staged the 2011 

exhibition ‘Canning Town Folk’ (see http://www.canningtownfolk.co.uk). The emphasis is on the 

geometric patterns described in the dances, and the performance of three dances might have 

been a model for many dancers in teamwork – and especially in the courtesies of dancing with a 

partner. 

Rosie Wright of Fool’s Gambit then talked about the fiddle she plays, which belonged originally 

to her great-grandfather, Ernest William Wright, who survived the Somme but was wounded 

and was never able to realise his ambition of becoming a professional musician. Rosie raised a 

smile when she told us that she started her musical career as a cellist, but could see that a 

fiddle is considerably more practical for a morris musician. 

The team’s squire, Charlotte Dover, gave a moving talk about the origins and work of the 

Commonwealth War Graves Commission, bringing to mind the anguish that must have been felt 

by so many at the loss of their loved ones, and John Newman read the Kipling poem ‘Tommy’. 

There was a presentation about each of the four EFDS team members who died, with 

appropriate readings including Alice Meynell’s ‘Summer in England, 1914’ for her son-in-law 

Perceval Lucas, and a performance of George Butterworth’s favourite rapper dance by Stone 

Monkey. 

Fool’s Gambit’s ‘Banks of Green Willow’ set was the glorious climax. The dancing by this young 

team was magnificent, the dances they have written full of drama and pathos. Few of them 

regularly dance longsword, yet their demonstration of the Kirby Malzeard dance could win 

prizes! The musicians, Rosie Wright on fiddle and her brother Tom on melodeon, play strongly 

and sensitively. As well as playing for the dancing, they gave us a beautiful arrangement of 

Butterworth’s piece, and the team sang his setting of Housman’s poem ‘The lads in their 

hundreds’. Interspersed were readings, including from Helen Kennedy’s reminiscences of the 

team and from the accounts of Reginald Tiddy’s 

activities, sharing dances with the men in his 

troop, which led into the dances mentioned. A 

sensitive and imaginative programme, it was full 

of highlights, but particular mention must be 

made of the Ascott jig performed by Alun and 

Mark Pinder. Graceful yet full of controlled 

power, their dancing brought a lump to the 

throat. 

Before the last dance, Tom Wright played the 

Last Post and Rouse – quite stunning when you 

learn that he had never played the trumpet 

before this project was put together. Since he 

had studied trombone, he was voted most suitable candidate to learn it, and thus he became 

one of the very few civilians to have played the Last Post at Thiepval. 

A knowledgeable audience revelled in a wonderful afternoon’s show, but it is a show which 

could be enjoyed by anybody with an interest in dance. I believe ‘Banks of Green Willow’ might 

be performed at Sidmouth Folk Week. Look out for it – you’ll rarely see such splendid dancing.  

Shirley Dixon, January 2017 

 

 

Fool’s Gambit            (photo: Chris Bennett) 
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InDommettable – the Sidmouth Show 

 

Towards the end of 2015, just after we all heard the news of Roy Dommett’s death, I was 

copied in on an email from Chris Cook, who organises the morris programme at Sidmouth:   

“Since hearing the very sad news about the passing of Roy, I have been thinking that we 

should, at Sidmouth, have some sort of tribute. Possibly showing some of his films and some 

displays by teams who he had the most influence on/admiration for.” 

That was the germ of an idea which was taken up by Sally Wearing, Sue Swift and me;  Sally 

for her technical know-how, Sue for her background and experience in staging shows at 

Sidmouth (remember Leap, Mary Neal….) and me as I’d  had a lot of contact with Roy over the 

past few years in his contributions to Morris Matters.  We organised most of the show by email 

and skype meetings, with only a couple of face to face sessions nearer the time. 

The first hurdle was timing and venue – 

we had to find a slot that wasn’t already 

in use in the regular Sidmouth programme 

so we suggested a ‘meet the team’ type 

spot in the Blackmore Gardens on the 

Saturday afternoon.  Chris would have 

preferred Sunday but we didn’t want the 

event to conflict with any other morris 

events, official or otherwise.   This caused 

its own problems as the idea of showing 

video footage and photos in a marquee on 

a summer afternoon meant we had to 

work on a high power projector and 

screen – for which the festival had no budget.  

 Fortunately we were able to finance that ourselves - 

mainly through a fund left over from 3 successful 

weekend workshops I had run with Roy at Hawley 

Lane (sorry – no further workshops!) over the 

previous 5 years. The festival managed to order a 

suitable combination of equipment but we were a 

little bit worried when it hadn’t arrived by 2 pm. 

We had started with a list of all the teams with which 

Roy had been involved, especially women’s teams as 

that was where he felt his help was most needed in 

the 1970’s and 80s.  

 

 

Minden Rose 

Somerset Morris 
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Having approached the many teams on 

our list, not all were able to take part, but 

we had Minden Rose, Somerset Morris, 

Fleet Morris, Windsor Morris and Great 

Western Morris able to come – many of 

the performers came to Sidmouth just to 

appear in this show! 

 We were pleased that members of the 

Dommett family were not only able to 

come to the show but also participate with 

an abbreviated performance of the very 

lively Crookham mummers play. 

 

A bonus for us was that Bampton 

Traditional Morris were an invited team 

and they were happy to take part as long-

standing friends of Roy’s.  [Musician Reg 

Hall, known to Roy from his Farnborough 

days as well as Bampton, unfortunately 

was unable to be there.] 

Great Western, in their inimitable fashion, 

decided they would make their entrance 

through a rocket!  This was secretly assembled outside 

the marquee in the afternoon.     

 

 

 

We wanted to portray the role Roy had played at Sidmouth in the morris workshops and the 

heady days when women were banned from attending, let alone dancing at, them.   For this 

Derek Schofield’s 2005 book, ‘The First Week in August’ was invaluable: using the information 

in that, Sue was able to work out a little playlet involving the key players at the time – Bill 

Rutter, Griff Jones, Hugh Rippon and, of course, Roy himself who was the hero of the day. We 

were able to persuade some great actors to play these roles – John Lewis, Dave Brassington, 

Malcolm Major and Mike Dommett. 

Crookham Mummers 

Bampton Traditional Morris 

Great Western and their rocket 
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A minor hurdle was that they would not be able 

to meet to rehearse till the day of the event – 

but armed with Sue’s script and a lot of 

enthusiasm, they pulled it off. A bit like a 

pantomime sketch - cheers (for Mike, as Roy) 

and boos (for Dave, as Griff Jones) abounded. 

We were given a time slot of one hour with only 

15 minutes before and after the show to get it 

all set up – and to clear away. No pressure 

then.   We did however, have access to the 

marquee in the afternoon so that the teams 

could check their spacing and timings.   And 

we could check out the video set up …..once it 

had arrived! 

As background to the show we acquired - from 

sources as far as the States - stories and pictures 

about Roy.  Sally worked very hard getting the images 

and video clips into a viewable state – obviously some 

were quite old and poor quality.  A bonus from 

chasing contacts and photos was that through Steve 

Earwicker (who came to watch the show in his 

Farnborough Morris kit) we got in touch with Alan 

Browning – the man with whom Roy shared a room in 

his first job at the Royal Aircraft Establishment and 

persuaded Roy to join his morris team - and spent an 

amusing afternoon with Alan and his family shortly 

after Sidmouth, learning about the early and later 

days of Farnborough 

Morris (about which, 

more from Sue in a 

separate article).  

The whole event was 

quite scary to put 

together as it was all 

just going to have to 

work on the day – 

but with the 

enthusiasm of the 

performers, plenty 

of research beforehand, a good projector & screen, a comprehensive script and a hugely 

supportive audience – it went down very well. 

Beth Neill,  December 2016 

We tried to capture the whole show (3 cameras at various viewpoints) but we are still working 

on the files – combination of factors means it may be some time before we have a working 

version.   The images here are from one of the videos (thank you Clive Allen for operating our 

go-pro!).  If anyone wants a copy of the flyer we handed out on the day please contact me. 

John Lewis, Mike Dommett and Malcolm Major 

Windsor Morris 

Fleet Morris 
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There’s No Place Like Colne (part 2) 

1. Money, Control, or just Credit? 

Copyright is a claim. It is a necessary but not a sufficient condition that the claim be formally 

made. Such a claim must be substantial. It has no substance if the “property” and its 

components (such as “corners cross,” “up-street,” or “polka.”) have passed into the public 

domain. Claims of copyright have not, for the most part, been made. Two things are gained by 

a legitimate claim: money and control.  

If I own copyright, I can claim a share of any money made from use and I can charge royalties 

or some other fee. A share of the debt would be more appropriate for folk dance projects. In 

Morris dance circles, if any money changes hands it is in small amounts. 

If I own copyright, I can control who gets permission to use the material in the first place 

though eventually that control is lost after the time limit is passed. The D’Oyly Carte Company 

had exclusive rights to perform the Gilbert and Sullivan operas until the copyright ran out and 

they passed into the public domain. But Gilbert and Sullivan clearly created the material. Should 

someone who learned a dance from someone who might have learned it from yet someone else 

be able to prevent another person from dancing it? With a team dance, who gets to give or 

deny permission? Consider the Handsworth case described previously (Morris Matters 35-2). 

Who had the right to give or deny permission: the team official acting with and without broad 

team approval?: Ivor Allsop or any other person who danced on the team for many years?; or 

Harry Pitts’ son? 

It needs to be noted, though, that the Library of Congress adopts a highly cautious standard 

which is common in contemporary folkloric practice. Nothing is used in any form of publication 

without the explicit permission of anyone who might have any claim to the material. This 

amounts to a single person having veto power. It might work fine in classic one-on-one private 

interview situations but it is far from clear that it is feasible or appropriate in the case of a 

public display of a Morris dance which has been filmed or annotated. 

But there are two other rights which go with either ownership or some other creative connection 

to the property. They have more to do with propriety than legality.  

First, the “owner” or a group involved in creating or otherwise shaping a dance also has the 

right for attribution of credit. This is indisputable. It is legally required in cases where the 

copyright holder has given permission; more often than not in folk performance genres, credit is 

acknowledged even in cases where permission is not required or not sought. For example, most 

singers introduce a song by telling an audience who wrote it and from whom it was learned. I 

think this is the respect many Morris teams pay when they introduce a dance as “from the 

village of...” 1. 

Second, in this climate, it is polite, politic, and wise to notify the creator/owner if some item to 

which they have some attachment is about to be used.  

Ultimately, these latter two points are probably the most significant with regard to the world of 

Morris dancing since claims of copyright are few and far between and, with no money involved, 

ASCAP and BMI* are unlikely to police “intellectual property” usage.  

                                                           
*
 American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers; Broadcast Music, Inc 
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2. The Feeling of “Ownership” for what one dances and/or collects 

I understand and have great appreciation and admiration for the obvious pride in and love 

Pilling has for the Colne repertoire and the team’s performance. They dance like no-one else 

I’ve ever seen. There is a powerful sense of ownership which goes with developing and 

maintaining a reliable display dance repertoire in one’s life and community. When one has also 

been lucky enough to be in a position to receive knowledge from a tradition bearer, as has 

Pilling, the connection to the dance is multiply reinforced. I, too, know the joys, affections, and 

anguish which go with creating and being part of a thriving community-based seasonal dance 

tradition which has been drawn upon by other teams.  

I have also been fortunate enough to be entrusted with the responsibility of collecting repertoire 

from aging dancers. Pilling and I disagree, however, on what the rights and responsibilities are, 

and to whom, when one has been privileged to learn and adopt a traditional dance. As the 

dancing begins to fit into one’s life and the lives of people in the community, one becomes, I 

suggest, a tradition-bearer and the dance is as much “theirs” (the audience) as “yours”.  Unlike 

the “Elgin Marbles,” which the British Museum has but which the Greek government wants 

returned to the Parthenon, there is no limit to who can take possession of the Morris gift.  

3. What is the role of the collector? 

For me, the collector is what one might call a “medium” whose job is to learn as accurately as 

possible what the source knows, to pass the tradition on by making sure that others who were 

not privileged to be there learn what you have learned, to give it new life in one’s own time, 

and to provide for generations to come. Traditions which can last and have lasted through 

several generations are sturdy and durable.  If the collector who has the knowledge can become 

a role model in the performance of the dance to the satisfaction of the informant(s), so much 

the better. Pilling was like this in the early years when he led the Manchester Morris Men into 

the north-west repertoire and taught Colne at Halsway Manor classes. In the 1950’s, as I 

understand it, when he began visiting old dancers and collecting their memories of the details, 

Pilling was a member of the Manchester Morris Men who were, at the time, dancing “Cotswold” 

Morris. He taught them the dances and then wanted them to switch to dancing the local 

repertoire exclusively. They said no and he left to start his own group in Colne, a suburb of 

Manchester. 

There are hints in his letters, however, that he now thinks of his role not as a model but as 

“property” owner, a guardian of some delicate thing that needs to be protected from 

contamination by people who will make of it something he disparagingly calls “display fodder”.   

Whether it‘s “fodder” or something else, however, the dance has to be created by the 

performers from a restricted set of instructions, and the mischief, of course, is in the process of 

filling in the parts left out by the description. This leads to my key point. 

4. A description is not a dance 

Roy Dommett’s Morris Notes are just what they purport to be and nothing more: Notes. It is a 

collection not of dances but of written, schematic descriptions primarily of films of dances. A 

description is fixed once made; a dance is as much an active, living creature as are (and 

because of?) its performers. As I have seen many times in my dance classes at Boston 

University, two people making separate descriptions of the same performance can come up with 

drastically different accounts.  And vice versa. Two groups of people starting with the same set 
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of instructions will (even must) produce totally different dances. Even a group trying hard to 

look just like another produces something noticeably different from the original. 

Further, the same group of people performing a single dance over time change that dance, 

sometimes in subtle and sometimes in drastic ways2. This is fundamental and just as true of a 

“traditional” side as any other. I can’t imagine that an experienced dance teacher could fail to 

know that it is no small task to go from a set of written instructions to some performance of 

them and then to go from that to something with style that is worthy of presentation to the 

public. 

Roy’s notes were produced at his time, money and effort; copyright on the notations (the 

“intellectual property” if you prefer that oxymoron) is his. I don’t believe Roy ever made any 

secret of his intentions with regard to asking permission to film. He has been producing and 

circulating copies of his notes for four decades and they have been indescribably important in 

providing resources for all the people eager to join the amazing dance revival which has 

happened in the post-war years. 

Dommett’s goal was to document, encourage, and facilitate the full range of the English display 

dance repertoires. The notes were an indispensable contribution to the wealth of dance activity 

which was spawned in the latter half of this century. The Halsway Manor weekends, in which 

Pilling participated and freely taught the Colne Royal dances in far more detail than were 

captured in Roy’s notes, were another.  

5. What’s at stake here? 

Money clearly isn’t the issue. This is not a case like that of the Kingston Trio’s recording of “Tom 

Dooley”.3  It was collected by Frank Warner from Frank Proffit4, who had the song from his 

family, and it became a big hit for an extended period. Warner issued a counter claim of 

copyright, sued and won, but after the song was much less popular. No back damages were 

awarded. Warner and Proffit shared some money, therefore, but missed the main pile. 

Copyright clearly has a place when there is money exchanging hands5. 

In any case, Pilling does not seem interested in royalties from people who dance “Colne Royal” 

as “display fodder.” He wants them to stop doing it altogether and leave the dance with a 

singular existence in its original location. The genie, however, is long out of the bottle and he 

contributed more than Dommett to its escape. Morris dancers have always stolen ideas from 

each other. Video tape changes only the speed with which the genie can find the door. How do 

you think the first guy who thought up “Trunkles” felt once everyone started doing it? Probably 

much the way Julian Pilling does. The sources of these feelings are real and need to be 

understood but they are not the final arbiter.  

Credit by attribution is a legitimate concern. In hindsight, Roy probably could have added more 

information to some of his typed sheets when they were first prepared and circulated (some of 

them 20-30 years ago), though I note that the Colne account lists, “J. Pilling, collector.” Most of 

them were used, however, in situations where Roy was teaching, showing film, and lecturing 

and, using sessions I have been in as models, passing on more information than most people 

could assimilate, including where and from whom the original information came and who did the 

leg work. 

I perhaps should have added annotations to the notes when I was organizing them (1984) but 

after I saw multi-generation photocopies of the notes being passed around among people who 

had no idea where they came from, it seemed urgently necessary to organize them as they 
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were so Roy could get the credit for the important resource he was providing. The 1980’s was a 

time when there were unprecedented numbers of people eager to fit seasonal display dancing of 

some sort into their lives. Where Sharp’s collection and publications and a few manuscript 

sources were sufficient to inspire and nurture an earlier generation of dancers, that crop were 

looking to explore all of the wonders of English Morris and Sword. Dommett’s notes met their 

needs. Some of the work he did with the South Midlands Morris created dances where there was 

only fragmentary information6 and other notes documented the full range of the repertoire from 

a single location which had only been partially represented by Sharp’s publications7.  

6. What damage has been caused by publication? 

Speaking of Sharp raises the most important question for me about the underlying issues raised 

by Pilling: what is to be feared about publication? Has any damage been caused? I confess I 

have never understood why some teams seek so strenuously to avoid any description of their 

dances being available and I would argue that it is an abuse of a privilege to do so. In that light, 

it was a mistake not to make Lionel Bacon’s A Handbook of Morris Dances a complete 

accounting. Teams inevitably go through cycles of activity, dormancy and revival, but I know of 

no evidence that publication of dance information for a team has been responsible for the 

dissolution of the custom in the local area. Was the custom of dancing at Abingdon and 

Chipping Campden really in danger compared, say, with Headington Quarry or Bampton? 

How has publication for most of this century damaged Bampton or Headington? Thousands 

dance “Bampton” or “Headington” repertoire but who does it as well as the three Bampton 

teams or the Quarry men? How have Grenoside, Handsworth, or Manley (Royton?) been 

damaged by Sharp’s or Karpeles’ publications? How, given that my edition of Roy’s Notes has 

been available for 10 years and many of the actual notes available for 20-30 years, have they 

damaged Bacup, Campden, Colne, or Abingdon? Teams that dance in one place for many years 

have a quality that cannot be imitated by a team from another location.  

It is very special, for example, to see the Headington Quarry Men dance what they learned from 

William Kimber. The lineage is visible and that is what they possess and gives their dancing that 

special quality without a name. No-one else has what they have. They have the streets, the 

sounds and smells, the stories Kimber told them and the way he told them, the built-in feel of 

the tunes we all know so well from Kimber’s recordings, and on and on. No publication, no-one 

else dancing what they might call “Headington,” can take that away. This is also true at 

Bampton, at Grenoside, at Chipping Campden, at Bacup, at Abingdon, at Colne, and at many 

other locations, some of which have newer and less heralded claims to traditional blood lines. 

“Traditions” depend not upon age but on the ways they capture and express a complex web of 

interactions between a place, a time, the people who lived and still live there, the dancers and 

musicians who create, recreate, and maintain the celebrations, and a whole host of contributing 

factors. 

Where a team with claims to that complex label, “tradition,” has clearly asked that their dance 

not be done (for example, at Chipping Campden or Abingdon), other teams have not adopted 

those dances as part of their public display. This is the respect I think Pilling should be talking 

about. It’s so powerful that it almost qualifies as a taboo and would be there whether or not 

some description of the dance is published.  

The Colne Royal lineage, I think, is also untouched. I defy Pilling to think of another team that 

looks anything like his even if there are teams who dance something they call “Colne Royal.” 

There is certainly no other team that dances in Colne and is seen by the residents as belonging 
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to their town. The Manchester Morris Men I filmed in 1979 didn’t look like Colne Royal and it 

was, after all, Pilling who taught them.  

A good example, I think, of over-caution by a scholar and abuse of privilege by a team anxious 

not to be copied was the excellent study of the dances from the Bacup region of Lancashire by 

my friend, Dr. Tess Buckland. In a discussion of the choreographic aspects of the dance, she 

writes: 

Respect for the Britannia dancers’ wish that their tradition not be imitated prohibits a full 

notation of the dance here 8. 

I see two problems with this and think that more effort should have been made to get the 

Bacup dancers comfortable with the idea of publishing a notation: first, there is a huge distance 

between the Bacup dancers’ request not to be imitated and the reasonable need for readers of a 

scholarly dance article to want more information than is afforded by broad descriptions; and, 

second, why shouldn’t there be other groups performing Bacup-like dances? It doesn’t seem to 

have harmed the dancing in Bampton for there to have been two teams since the 1920’s and 

three for the last two decades. The article itself points out that there used to be several teams 

in the Bacup area. Suppose a group wanted to form a team in Rawtenstall or Cloughfold? Where 

else than Bacup would they look for ideas? 

In my more romantic moments (and all Morris dancers have them), I think of “tradition” as 

similar to the Olympic flame: No-one owns it; a lucky few get to carry it for a while, but then it 

is passed on. There are other flames which can be lit but these in no way diminish the original.  

7. What is the value of publication? 

The Sharp, Bacon, Dommett and Allsop notes enable dancers with scholarly or, equally 

importantly, aesthetic interests to see and feel the place of different aspects of the repertoire as 

parts of the whole. This is a major function of notations: study. I’d be happy to go on at length 

about this but since perhaps 99% of Morris dancers would in all likelihood not now be part of 

the Morris were it not for Sharp’s efforts and the various published sources, I probably can hold 

off on this one. It seems inconsistent to have based one’s lifelong passion for a hobby on 

information published by one person and to refuse to provide for the next generation. 

Fortunately, passing memories onto the next generation is now much easier. Copying and 

recording technology is not new or uncommon or at odds with the “tradition.” Copying and 

recording devices have become extensions of our perceptual and memory systems. They are 

useful both for teams caring for a tradition and for those in the throes of establishing one. 

General Lessons? 

It is usually unsafe to generalize beyond the narrowest of circumstances where things that 

matter to people are involved. A relatively safe one here, however, is that some people care 

very much about a dance or a way of dancing that they have. But not everyone concerned may 

feel the same way. The person with the most intense feeling is not necessarily right but does 

need to be taken into account both with regard to performance and publication of dance 

materials. I take the following lessons to heart: 

With Regard to Performance: 

1. I have always felt and now feel more strongly that teams not privileged to have inherited a 

repertoire should invent their own dances. To ensure that what one invents is consistent with 
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traditional practice, one probably needs to begin by borrowing choreographic ideas from books 

and from watching other dancers.  Copying is not only a good thing, it is the essence of being 

alive. At every stage of our lives, we adopt other people as models for our own behavior. We 

imitate the people we admire, often whether we want to or not.  

2. However, if and when you borrow dances or choreographic ideas created or preserved by 

other groups: 

a. Don’t use their name for the dance. The power is in the Name. Wars were fought over the 

names of gods. My Jewish students still write “G-d” in essays. Give it some name with local 

reference; that’s what the original team did. 

b. Don’t imitate their costume. My experience is that names and costumes are where most of 

the emotion resides. I suspect that this is a key issue for Handsworth and Bacup. 

3. Remember that even if you try like hell to imitate another team, the key ingredients are to 

try to imitate how well they dance rather than what they dance and to be identified in your 

community the way they are in theirs.  

4. Just as in retail, the three keys to the Morris are location, location, and location. Movement 

style comes from a particular group of people dancing at a particular time in a particular place. 

Emphasize place. Get it right and the rest follows. 

5. The real problem lies not with the notation but with other teams who are happy to borrow 

rather than invent dances. If you don’t want another team to try to copy what you do, either 

don’t give free performances in public or get the word out that teams should not steal what you 

do. The latter seems to be effective with the generally considerate people who do Morris 

dancing. There are a number of teams who have done “Colne Royal” who may need to do some 

re-thinking right now.  

With Regard to Publication: 

1. In my view, when a group of Morris dancers goes out into a public space of their own free will 

to do a free display, their performance becomes part of the public domain. Making a video 

recording, however, is qualitatively different from making a written description. It is not illegal 

to record a public performance without permission but it might be rude.  Generally speaking 

though, if you have other plans than the personal use of the tape, you should get permission 

and make your intentions clear.  

2. A notation of any sort only captures the choreography. It is a mistake to identify a Morris 

dance performance merely with the choreography. Without the people and the place even a 

“traditional” team is just dancing “display fodder.” 

3. There is no movement notation that completely captures even the choreography of a Morris 

dance performance. A complete Labanotation score can come fairly close, though you wouldn’t 

know it from the few “Morris dances” that the Dance Notation Bureau has published. In any 

case, there are at best a handful of people interested in the Morris who can read such scores. 

Morris dance notations tend to be verbal descriptions in combination with schematic diagrams 

and a music score. It takes a lot of work to get a meaningful dance from such a description and 

there are many dances that can be made from it. Although prima facie one seems better off 

with a video of the original, is still a huge task getting one group of bodies to look anything like 

another. 
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4. Whatever the group of dancers “owns,” the notation is “owned” by the person who makes it.  

Before it is used for teaching, research, or publication, the choice one makes between obtaining 

permission or sending notification depends on many things, including the sort of relationship 

you want to have later with the team you have studied.  

5. It is still not clear to me what is really to be feared in having a notation of one’s dance(s) 

published. It takes a rare genius, trying hard, to imitate even some aspects of another person’s 

movement style. Even if it is achieved, I know from many hours spent watching my collection of 

over twenty years’ worth of Marlboro Morris Ale tapes that change happens inevitably as a team 

grows, ages, and simply continues to perform. A team doing a dance in, say, 1980, may not 

even look like itself doing the same dance ten years later.  

There is much more I would like to write about all aspects of these final points. I have spent my 

adult life as a singer, as a dancer, and as a teacher of dance attempting to capture the qualities 

I hear and see in certain traditional performers. I envy them. They were fortunate enough to be 

born into a situation where the style came as a gift. I was not, but I admire it and I choose to 

try to achieve that quality without a name9.  While those born into the “tradition” will seek to 

protect it as they see fit, I believe the argument needs to be made and can be made that 

traditional practice is best served when access to the details is open and inclusive rather than 

exclusive and elitist. I hope I have made a start to that goal in narrating this story. 

Anthony Barrand (1979) 

Thanks again to Tony and American Morris Newsletter for passing this on to us; some things 

don’t change with time. 

Notes: 

1  I have never liked the announcement because what teams do is often somewhat unlike what comes or 

came “from the village.” 

2  Check, for example, Roy’s notes on the Ilmington dances (Barrand, Anthony G. Roy Dommett’s Morris 

Notes, Northampton, MA: Country Dance and Song Society of America, 1986. Vol. I, Part 2, 414-420) 

3  The Kingston Trio, Capitol Records, T-996. 

4  Folk Legacy Records, FSA 1. 

5  I think it needs to be said, though, that Frank Proffit’s version of the song would not have made money 

for anyone. I like it a lot but it was not, as they say, “commercial.” 

6  For example, Oddington, Bessels Leigh; Vol. I Part 2, pp. 454-459, 245-248. 

7  For example,  Bampton, Longborough; Vol. I Part 2, pp. 219-244, 426-447. 

8  “Black Faces, Garlands, and Coconuts: Exotic Dances on Street and Stage,” Dance Research Journal, 

(22) 2, p. 4.  

9  I used this phrase extensively while discussing the aesthetics of Morris dancing in Six Fools and a 

Dancer: The Timeless Way of the Morris (Plainfield, VT: Northern Harmony Pub. Co., 1991). It is derived 

from the work of Christopher Alexander (The Timeless Way of Building, New York: Oxford University Press, 

1979). 
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Brian Stratford - a contemporary of Roy Dommett as 

a dancer with Farnborough Morris 1955 and a Swift 

family link.   

This story started with a request to put on an event at Sidmouth Folk Week 2016 in celebration 

of Roy Dommett’s life in Morris dancing. Roy Dommett had died 2nd November 2015 after a long 

involvement in morris for which he was fast becoming a legendary figure.  I had met Roy in the 

mid 1970’s and benefited from his workshops, teaching and significant contribution to the 

Morris Federation’s archive as well as the notation and research groups that I chaired between 

1981 and 1990. 

Three of us, myself Sue Swift, Sally Wearing and Beth Neill were assigned to the task of 

organising the Sidmouth celebration. Beth focused on the research and contacted family 

members, individuals and teams who were particularly close to Roy, Sally took control of the 

technical aspects – photos, videos and PowerPoint projection and I had the task of writing and 

narrating a script that allowed us to cram 6 dance teams, a mummers play, a scenario and 70 

photographic slides and videos into just over an hour. 

As part of the preparation for this event, it was necessary to explore the story behind Roy’s first 

involvement in morris dancing. It was well known that Roy started with Farnborough (Hants) 

Morris in 1955 and there was a link to the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) where Roy had 

worked. Luckily, Beth knew of an article about the Farnborough Morris written by Steve 

Earwicker (The Morris Dancer Vol 5 No 3, Nov 2014) and contacted him for more information. 

Steve had joined much later than Roy, starting in 1974 and continuing until the side’s demise in 

1995. He turned out to be an excellent contact and had some photos of the early Farnborough 

side and a list of names which he was happy to share.  

The photos were fascinating. As well as confirming Roy Dommett as a dancer in the side, the 

photos identified Alan Browning, the man who introduced Roy to morris dancing when they 

shared accommodation in one of the RAE’s hostels. There were a few surprises in the photos, 

one was Reg Hall, well known by his association with Bampton Morris and the London Irish 

music scene and another was Don Campbell, the subject of the film Morris: A Life with Bells On 

and father to Hammersmith Morris’ famous jig dancer, Ian Campbell. This was the first link, 

albeit tenuous, to the Swift family as our daughter Laurel had been the choreographer for that 

film. However one other name from the photos caught my eye, that of Brian Stratford – this 

was not because of anything to do with morris but because I have a cousin called Jen Stratford 

whose late husband was called Brian.  

It seemed a bit of an unlikely link to the Swifts as apart from my immediate family: myself, 

husband John and offspring Laurel and Douglas, who between us can boast many teams and 

years of morris dancing, no-one in our wider family has ever been known to indulge in this 

sport. However, the family does have a link with Farnborough as I was born there and my Dad 

worked at the RAE and knew of Roy professionally. My younger brother Phil had also been at 

the RAE as an apprentice and others in the family have engineering and aircraft industry 

backgrounds.   

So was this the same Brian? Little could be gained from the photograph but it seemed possible 

because the Brian Stratford I knew had been an engineer - at Rolls Royce in Derby rather than 

Farnborough but I knew little else of his background. I was lucky that my younger brother’s 

annual family gathering was imminent so I took the photos hoping for some further 
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identification. Unfortunately Jen Stratford wasn’t able to make it but her 2 adult children 

scrutinised the pictures and made encouraging attempts to identify the image of their father 

despite the photos being long before their time. One of them (also an engineer) thought that 

Brian had been at Farnborough or nearby but neither of them had any inkling of an involvement 

in morris dancing.  

Identification had to be put on hold for a short time while we concentrated on the Roy Dommett 

commemorative event at Sidmouth (see the earlier MM article on InDommettable). Thanks to 

the support of everyone, it went well and we were honoured to have many of the Dommett 

family present both in the show and in the audience. In addition, the appearance of Steve 

Earwicker wearing the distinctive red breeches of the Farnborough kit was very welcome.  

But the question of Brian Stratford was still in my thoughts so, as soon as InDommettable was 

over and after a little correspondence, myself, Beth and Sally arranged a visit to Alan Browning 

- founder member of Farnborough Morris and keeper of the team archive. 

We arrived at Alan Browning’s house the following weekend, August 13th 2016, not knowing 

quite what to expect from someone old enough to celebrate a Diamond Wedding anniversary 

and recently recovering from a stroke. We need not have worried as Alan and his wife Ann were 

both refreshingly active, happy to chat and had gathered together lots of information for us – 

we had an extremely interesting and pleasant afternoon.  

Alan is clearly highly regarded known in folk dance circles, he played in the Haymakers (with 

Peter Kennedy) and the Jolly Waggoners and, in what seemed like an exhausting lifestyle, also 

regularly recorded for BBC Radio in the country dancing broadcasts from 1949 to 1967. Having 

been involved in the folk scene myself since the mid 1960’s, I found it amazing that our paths 

had not crossed before.  

Alan confirmed that a Brian Stratford had been in the team for several years but then he had 

lost track of him. He gave us a video recording in which he featured a number of Farnborough 

Morris photos pointing out who everyone was and their role in the side. Alan had a leaflet about 

the side which described how he and Don Campbell had both previously danced and used the 

very first RAE Fete in 1955 as a focus to get the Farnborough side going. One of the RAE 

apprentices designed the hobby horse but then left so Barry Caress was recruited – he had 

previous morris experience from Manchester, the other dancers were drawn from the men who 

came to the barn dances run by Alan. Alan had met Reg Hall at Cecil Sharp House and invited 

him to play for the side. The original team comprised Alan Browning as Fool, Don Campbell as 

Horse, Reg Hall as musician and 6 dancers – Roy Dommett, Barry Caress, Joe Rowe, Keith 

Saunders, Dave Lloyd and Brian Stratford.  Alan had hoped that I would be able to tell him 

more about Brian and what had happened after he left the side. 

Armed with more photographic evidence I was able to send sufficient information to my cousin 

Jen and despite the age of the photos, she was able to identify Brian. The morris dancing 

episode was before they had met (she was still at school at that time) but she managed to 

locate 2 more photos. During their time together Brian had enjoyed ballroom dancing but 

appears to have never danced morris again. According the Farnborough Morris records Brian 

was not mentioned in the 1958 team so it is unlikely that he was in the side longer than 2 

years.  

Alan had expressed an interest to know more about Brian and it transpires that he had had an 

interesting life. After reading Maths at Balliol College, Oxford, Brian worked at Bletchley Park 

working in the Newmanry, one of the inner sections of the code breaking effort (featured in 
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various films including The Imitation Game) before transferring to the Bristol Aeroplane 

Company at Filton in Bristol. He then went to Imperial College and completed a PhD in 

aeronautics in 1954 before moving to the National Gas Turbine Establishment (NGTE Pyestock, 

Fleet, Hampshire) which seems to be where he came across Farnborough Morris. While at NGTE 

he became a Liberal Councillor for Farnham UDC, later moving to Rolls Royce in 1964 because it 

wasn’t possible to be a politician while working at a government establishment. Much later, he 

changed to the labour party and wrote a book on economic theory. Brian died in 2010 without 

any further mention of his past morris dancing activities. 

 So, Brian Stratford and Roy Dommett started in the same 1955 Farnborough Morris side, they 

were both engineers working on highly secret projects and had ambitions outside of their daily 

work. While one was inspired by that side to become engrossed in the morris world, the other 

left it and apart from an affection for dance, appears to have never mentioned it again. 

Sue Swift,  December 2016 

 

 

Photo from Alan Browning 1955 (from left to right): 

Reg Hall (musician), Barry Caress, Keith Saunders, Brian Stratford, Don Campbell (horse), Dave Lloyd, Joe 

Rowe, Roy Dommett with Alan Browning upside down in front.  
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2 photos from Jen Stratford:  

the top photo shows Reg Hall (musician) Roy Dommett at front  on right and Don Campbell in the horse 

 the lower photo shows Brian Stratford at front  on left. 
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38th Whittlesea Straw Bear Festival 

13th, 14th & 15th January 2017 
 

The roots of this tradition are said to come from the ploughmens' need to feed their families.  In 

the depths of winter when there was little work they would blacken their faces with soot, to hide 

their shame, and beg around the town.    

In Whittlesea (now Whittlesey) it was the custom on the Tuesday following Plough Monday to 

dress a ploughman in straw and call him a "Straw Bear".  He was then taken around the town to 

entertain the good folk.  The tradition fell into decline at the end of the 19th century and the 

last sighting was in 1909. 

The custom was revived in 1980 by the Whittlesea Society when the "Straw Bear" was once 

again seen on the streets accompanied by his attendant keeper, musicians and (mainly molly) 

dancers.  Various public houses were visited around the town for the "Bear" and dancers to 

perform in. 

There is now a weekend of entertainment with a concert on Friday evening, music and dancing 

on Saturday with a Barn Dance in the evening and on Sunday there is dancing in the Sir Harry 

Smith Community College and the burning of the "Bear".  If the Barn Dance is not your thing 

there are music sessions to be found in the pubs in the town.  

This year the sun was shining on Whittlesea although it was, as 

usual, very cold.  Whatever the weather there is always a large 

number of teams dancing around the town, there were nearly 

40 this year, some looking a bit cold but all enjoying 

themselves.  Amongst those we saw were the recent regulars - 

Old Glory Molly, Pig Dyke Molly, Gog Magog Molly, Customs 

and Exiles, Red Leicester, Peterborough Morris, White Rose 

Morris and many more.  There were also new-comers (both 

Cotswold teams) Harry Taylor's Men and Clausentum Morris. 

Unfortunately we missed the 10.30 procession that started the 

day off† but the dancing in the market square was well under 

way when we arrived with three or four teams dancing in 

different spots.  A walk around the town, to help keep warm, 

led to different pubs to watch more dancing.  It was lovely to 

see so many dancers and their enthusiasm was evident 

wherever we were but as the afternoon wore on and we felt 

the cold we beat a retreat and left for home. 

The 2018 Festival will be held on 12th, 13th, & 14th January 

Jane Brice, January 2017 

                                                           
†
 It was a long, long procession! (Ed) 

Bear Cub at Whittlesea 
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